
 

SAMPLE TEST – PROJECT 1 SERBIAN EDITION (UNITS 5-6) 

 

I) Label these pictures: CLOTHES         _____/5 

                                                               

1)__________     2)_________      3)___________     4)__________      5)__________ 

II) Write sentences. Use CAN or CAN’T:       _____/5 

1. you /write X________________________________________ 

2. you/do it  √________________________________________ 

3. we/watch TV X ________________________________________ 

4. dogs/sit down √________________________________________ 

5. Sarah/play the piano X ________________________________________ 

 

III) Make questions. Use CAN, THERE IS or THERE ARE:    _____/5 

1. John / stand on his head   ________________________________________ 

2. a box / on the wardrobe   ________________________________________ 

3. we / go out   ________________________________________ 

4. a lovely girl / in front of your house   ___________________________________ 

5. three boys / in the classroom    ________________________________________ 
 

IV) Write short answers:           _____/5 

1. Can Maria sing? √ _______________________ 

2. Is there an iPad on that table? X _______________________ 

3. Do his friends have his phone number? √ _______________________ 

4. Are Mickey and Millie wearing smart clothes? X   ____________________________ 

5. Are there any shops? √   ____________________________ 

 

V) Put the words in the correct order to make questions:     _____/5 

1. can - drive - brother - Jack’s - car -a ? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

2. friends  - your - where - golf - can - play ? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

3. river - can - they - here - cross  -the ? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

4. park - they - the -are - to - going ? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

5. is - friend - what - your - doing ? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

VI) Choose and write:          _____/5 

1. Dave __________ to school today. (isn't going / doesn't go / not go) 

2. Monica and Jenny never __________ their homework. (does / are doing / do) 

3. Mike and Anna  __________ to the shops now. (go / are going / is going) 

4. Our friends__________ a dance lesson at the moment. (having / has / are having) 

5. He__________ jeans every weekend. (is wearing / wears / wear) 



 

VII) Complete with Present Continuous form of the given verbs:    _____/5 

1. I (read) a book about animals. 

__________________________________________________________________ 

2. David and Nick (go) to the bank? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

3. Ollie (lie) in bed. 

__________________________________________________________________ 

4. My parents (not drive) to work. 

__________________________________________________________________ 

5. Sam (get) on the bus? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

VIII) Look at the picture. Complete the sentences with these prepositions:  

IN, ON, UNDER, BETWEEN, BEHIND, IN FRONT OF, NEXT TO  _____/5 
 

 
1.The wardrobe is ____________________ the bed. 

2.The magazines are ___________________ the table. 

3.The violin is ___________________ the chest of drawers. 

4.The box is ____________________ the bed. 

5.The bag is ___________________ the wardrobe. 

 

IX) Fill in: UNIT 5-6, LESSONS: A, B, C, D      _____/10 
 

wearing        next  bald          turn sunny  speak 
 department store      teddy bear             waiting         downstairs 

 

1. My father is ____________________. He’s got no hair. 

2. Go to number 38 and miss a _______________.  

3. He is _____________________ a T-shirt and trousers. 

4. Is it raining? No, it’s ______________________. 

5. We’re in the ____________________. We’re buying balloons and pens. 

6. My _______________ is on the bed. He is old, but I love him. 

7. There is a kitchen _______________. 

8. We’re at the bus stop. We’re ____________________ for the bus. 

9. Can you _______________ English? 

10. The dining room is _______________ to the kitchen. 
 

 
 

 



 

KEY                                                           TOTAL: 50 POINTS 

 
 

I)  1. cap     2. socks     3. jeans     4. skirt     5. T-shirt 

       

II) 1.You can't write. 

2.You can do it. 

3.W can't watch TV. 

4.Dogs can sit down. 

5.Sarah can't play the piano. 

 

III) 1.Can John stand on his head?    

2.Is there a box on the wardrobe? 

3.Can we go out? 

4.Is there a lovely girl in front of your house?    

5.Are there three boys in the classroom?     

 

IV)  1.Yes, she can.  

2.No, there isn't.   

3.Yes, they do.  

4.No, they aren’t.   

5.Yes, there are.   

 

V)  1.Can Jack’s brother drive a car? 

2.Where can your friends play golf? 

3.Can they cross the river here? 

4.Are they going to the park? 

5.What is your friend doing? 

 

VI) 1.isn’t going      2.do      3.are going      4.are having      5.wears 

 

 

VII) 1. I’m reading a book about animals. 

2. Are David and Nick going to the bank? 

3. Ollie is lying in bed. 

4. My parents aren’t driving to work. 

5. Is Sam getting on the bus? 

 

VIII)  1. NEXT TO              2. ON    3. BEHIND   4. UNDER   5. IN 

 

 

IX)  1. bald 

 2. turn 

 3. wearing 

 4. sunny 

 5. department store 

 6. teddy bear 

 7. downstairs 

 8. waiting 

 9. speak 

 10. next 


